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THE SACRED LINEAGE JOURNEY

➤ We have created this workshop with the intention 
to share the wisdom and gifts gained through the 
experience of recently losing our mothers.  

➤ Healing the relationships with our close family 
members is crucial. It is ideal to do this while they 
are still alive but the practices do go further, 
beyond time and space.  

➤ On this 3 days journey we will provide the 
guidance and tools to shift these relationships 
whether your loved ones are still alive or have 
made the great transition. We will address the life 
challenges in family relationships and also go 
beyond, looking at the ancestry we each have, and 
learning how to use the gifts that come through 
our lineage. 

➤ To support the shifts, we will offer deep shamanic 
healing sessions, seasonal Rhythm of Beauty 
alignments, daily meditations, and a set of 
interactive practices. 



ANCESTOR CONNECTION

➤ The simplest, realest, most powerful, and 
most meaningful way to find ourselves it is to 
find our ancestors. This is the most important 
source of connection, reverence, and wisdom 
in our lives.  

➤ There is a reason that every indigenous 
culture on earth practices what 
anthropologists call “ancestor worship;” the 
spiritual imprint of those who came before us 
in our bloodline resonates more strongly 
within the molecules of our bodies than any 
other source of knowing, being, or loving. 

➤ These people once lived and breathed, just 
like we do now. They know what it is to be 
embodied, they gained a lifetime of wisdom, 
they’ve experienced the portal of death, and 
have graduated to the other side. From 
there, they continue to influence our lives. 



HIGHLIGHTS
➤3 nights of accommodation and exclusive lodging 
➤Daily yoga, breathing and meditation practices  
➤Freshly made organic meals prepared by on site vegan chefs 
➤Healing circles 
➤Techniques to clear the gateways to the womb 
➤Creating personalized energetically charged flower 

essences  
➤Ancestor connection - accessing the gifts and wisdom in 

the lineage 
➤Building altars - tools to creatively and intuitively honor 

the ancestors 
➤Nature Connection & medicine walk  
➤Dream time connection meditation practice 
➤Moon magic, sacred fire and drumming in ancient 

settlements  
➤Sunrise at Crystal Rock beach 
➤One to one Rhythm of beauty seasonal alignment (Louise 

Allen)  
➤One to one Shamanic healing (Cat Faith) 



Osa Major, the venue where the sacred lineage journey takes place is named after the Great Bear 
constellation that is visible above it every night. The finca combines impressive art pieces, creative 
spaces and chic bohemian style. It’s an incredible space for transformation.


